HYBRID WORKSHOP

TRACTATUS LOGICO-PHILOSOPHICUS

AFTER THE FIRST 100 YEARS

8 – 9 June 2024

Σ1 Room, Department of Philosophy, Gallos Campus, Rethymno

Join Zoom meeting: http://ww2.fks.uoc.gr/f/wittgenstein2024

SPEAKERS:

ULRICH ARNSWALD
STELIOS GADRIS
ANTHONY HATZIMOYSIS
VASSO KINDI
ILSE SOMAVILLA
GIANNIS SPILIOPOULOS
MARIA VENIERI
WILHELM VOSSENKUHL
Giannis Spiliopoulos, University of Athens

*Early Wittgenstein’s Conception of the Deep Problems of Philosophy*

Wilhelm Vossenkuhl, University of Munich

*Continuities and Discontinuities in Early and Later Wittgenstein*

Anthony Hatzimoyis, University of Athens

*The Necessity of Goodness*

Ilse Somavilla, University of Innsbruck

*The Significance of Ethics and Aesthetics in the Tractatus and the Later Years*

Vasso Kindi, University of Athens

*The Tractarian Ladder*
Stelios Gadris, University of Crete
Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus §6.45: Aesthetical Contemplation

Ulrich Arnswald, University of Kaiserslautern-Landau
Wittgenstein’s Existentialismus Avant la Lettre

Maria Venieri, University of Crete
The ‘Deeply Mysterious I’: Aspects of the Subject
Organizers:

Maria Venieri, venierim@uoc.gr
Stelios Gadris, skgadris@uoc.gr